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It was after we’d been back a week
I had my magic moment
I was singing that song Half a Waltz
to a couple dozen strangers
cushioned in a warm and wooden
room all dark and wine soaked
weavings on the wall...
like Trois Mailletz but roomier, of course
like Trois Mailletz but roomier, of course

I got all choked up in thinking
maybe that song was about us
(At least I felt it was how I felt about us
that’s for certain)
Part the curtain look behind
what seems familiar sometimes find
a powerful new truth
behind what looked like a mirage
behind what looked like a mirage
 
This long term dream we’re weaving
chocolate covered ocean crossing
pepper smelling meadow breathing
sense absorbing self revealing
ever round the bend
loaded gift horse heading south
his mouth aflame with 
chocolate coated pepper breath
gives a wink towards the curtain
nods toward what’s behind the curtain
everywhere another sweet mirage
everywhere another sweet mirage

For a long time now I’ve realized
that nothing really matters
which is why it gets confusing when
the world begins to seem like
some sweet song some singer’s singing starring
you and me so all things reek of meaningful...
one long poem written just for us



one long poem written just for us

Seems to me my pen’s been drinking’s
only way I can explain it
Must be base inebriations’ why the world 
holds me so closely
and when I open mine I see your
eyes they shine like tiles
from that cathedral floor that time
just because the poet’s drinking
doesn’t mean that he’s no poet
if it makes you cry
if it makes you cry well maybe that’s enough
if it makes you cry well maybe that’s enough
 
It’s all mirage this stuff we’re sensing
a gift horse given waking daydream
and it all matters so much more than 
nothing never did…these slyly whispered
moments passing through
you can photograph mirages
I can breathe and sing and cry them sometimes too
breath of wind across the curtain
train your lens behind the curtain
call forth this beautiful mirage
call forth this beautiful mirage
 


